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Beaux Arts Ball 2008
Playtime

Saturday, May 17, 2008
9 pm to 1 am
275 Hudson Street
New York City

PLAYTIME

Beaux Arts Ball Co-Chairs
Kim Yao and Paul Lewis
Carmen Lenzi and Marc Tsurumaki
Alice Min Soo Chun and David J. Lewis

Environment by Leven Betts Studio,
Lyn Rice Architects, and OBRA Architects

Drinks and light fare

Music by DJ Spun

A benefit for the lectures and exhibitions
program of the Architectural League

Sponsor
dk VOGUE
Authentic Danish Design
The mission of the Architectural League is to advance the art of architecture.

The League carries out its mission by promoting excellence and innovation, and by fostering community and discussion in an independent forum for creative and intellectual work in architecture, urbanism, and related disciplines. We present the work and ideas of the world’s most interesting and influential architects and designers to New York, national and international audiences, through lectures, exhibitions, publications, and the worldwide web. We identify and encourage talented young architects, through competitions, grants, exhibitions, and publications. And we help shape the future of our built environment by stimulating debate and provoking design thinking about the critical issues of our time.
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